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Abstract
We present the Graph Layout module of the ILOG JViews Component Suite which
is a set of pure Java components for building sophisticated interactive commercial
graphbased user interfaces
 Introduction
The ILOG JViews Graph Layout module  provides highlevel readytouse
graph visualization services
Besides components for cartography charting resource scheduling Gantt
charts the ILOG JViews Component Suite includes a specialized component
for Graph Layout This component utilizes the service of the powerful graphic
framework of ILOG JViews
 Areas of Application
Applications of the ILOG JViews Component Suite range from Telecom net
work display over Geographic Information Systems cartographic maps to
Resource Scheduling Gantt charts and work	ow diagrams The Graph Lay
out module contains a broad set of layout algorithms for the automatic ar
rangement of di
erent kinds of diagrams such as PERT charts process and
work	ow diagrams WAN and LAN networks and supply chain diagrams
 Architecture
The ILOG JViews Graph Layout framework is a set of extensible Java classes
that can be easily integrated into customer applications
The architecture of the framework is illustrated by the following schema

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The main concepts that are involved are the following

Layout algorithms The layout algorithms are implemented as Java classes
within a common inheritance hierarchy The base class provides common
services allowing for instance to indicate the graph to be laid out and to
launch the layout algorithm and a set of customization options that are
useful to all subclasses Each layout class can be extended for customiza
tion purposes If needed customers can implement new algorithms from
scratch by subclassing the base class hence integrating smoothly in the
layout framework

Generic graph model An abstraction of a graph The graph model
provides the basic generic operations that are necessary for performing
the layout The layout algorithms dont interact directly with the concrete
graph data structure Instead they interact with the model hence being
independent on the concrete implementation of the graph This is a key
point that allows JViews customers to integrate layout services into exist
ing applications by plugging specic graph data structure and application
objects into the layout framework This design is familiar to Java develop
ers because quite similar to Swings design for tree and table gadgets

Adapter Provides the bridge between the generic graph model and the
underlying graph data structure application objects A default adapter is
provided for using the ILOG JViews grapher implementation This adapter
is a wrapper in the sense that it doesnt manage the data by itself it only
redirects method calls Custom adapters can be developed to wrap specic
graph data structures or to get the graph objects from an XML document
from a data base or from other applications

Filter Allows to perform the layout algorithm on a subset of the nodes
and edges of a graph If not all the nodes and edges of a graph need to be
laid out the lter mechanism allows very easily to feed the layout algorithm
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only with the appropriate nodes and links without intrusive removal from
the graph data structure To write a lter users implement a Java interface
with a single method that tells whether the node or edge should be included
or not Nodes and edges can also be very easily specied as pinned xed
for instance after manual interaction Such nodes or edges are not moved
or reshaped by the layout algorithms but di
erent than for ltering they
are not ignored the algorithm may take care to avoid overlaps or crossings
with the remaining nodes and edges which are freely laid out
Using SDM Stylable Data Mapper another member of the ILOG JViews
Component Suite the mapping between the application data and the graphical
representation can be managed very easily XML input and output is provided
for easy storage and exchange of data les
ILOG also provides readytouse components built upon the graph layout
module such as the ILOG JViews for Work	ow Applications or the ILOG
Telecom Graphic Objects for Java
 Layout Algorithms and Layout Features
The ILOG JViews graph layout module includes the following layout algo
rithms

Hierarchical Layout Flow layout based on partitioning into layers The
Sugiyama layout algorithm is enhanced by various features support for
various edge routing styles  incremental mode the relative positions of
nodes are preserved when the graph changes in order to preserve users
mental map connection ports the node side or the xed pin points where
edges start or end at the nodes and a constraint system which allows you
to specify relative positional constraints for instance that a node is above
another node or left of another node

Tree Layout An incremental algorithm based on  to arrange trees
Besides the classical tree style it includes a tipover mode children are
arranged sequentially instead of in parallel to optimize the area and a
radial mode nodes are placed in circlesellipses around the root
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
Topological Mesh Layout Arranges outer nodes of biconnected graphs
on a circle and tries to expose symmetries of inner nodes  This algo
rithm uses a twostep approach The topological step deals only with the
connectivity of the graph without taking into consideration the node coor
dinates It chooses a cycle of the graph that can be used in the second step
to compute the coordinates of the nodes with a barycenter algorithm

Forcedirected Layout A Springembedder algorithm  that arranges
the graph such that all edges have approximately the same length

Bus Layout Designed for bus topologies in networking and telecommuni
cations

Circular Layout Displays ring and star network topologies intercon
nected in a tree structure for telecommunication applications
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
Grid Layout Arranges disconnected nodes in rows columns or on a grid
It is also utilized to arrange the connected components of graphs

Link Layout An edge routing algorithm that doesnt move the nodes
It supports orthogonal and direct edge shapes and o
ers two modes a
fast combinatoric algorithm for short edges and a classical obstaclemaze
routing for long edges similar to the PCB and VLSI routing algorithms 

Automatic Label Placement A fast simulated annealing technique to
place labels at nodes and edges while avoiding overlaps

Nested Layout The layout algorithms can be combined in multiple ways
to arrange nested graphs that is graphs with nodes that contain graphs
Highlevel features are provided to make it easy to handle properly complex
situations such as combinations of di
erent algorithms for placing the nodes
in each sugraph di
erent algorithms for laying out the edges including
edges traversing subgraphs boundaries and connecting nodes from di
erent
subgraphs and automatic labelling
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 Implementation Details Bottlenecks and Challenges
The ILOG JViews Graph Layout module as the entire JViews Suite is writ
ten in pure Java It requires JDK  or higher and runs as Java applet
application or thinclient architectures
Depending on the needs the Graph Layout module can be used in a variety
of ways

By coding Java programmers can use it as any Java library

By visual programming The layout algorithms are also provided as a set
of Java Beans that can be used inside Integrated DevelopmentEnvironments
such as JBuilder or NetBeans

Using Composer ILOG JViews provides a graphical editor called Com
poser which allows to create and edit graphs The layout services are
available via menus and toolbars
While being intensivelly used for specic application domains such as net
work management or work	ow the Graph Layout module is generic and needs
to be generic The characteristics which are specic to a precise domain must
be provided by customization facilities which are generic enough to not dis
turb users from other application domains However as a result the number
of customization facilities increases more and more and can make the product
more complex for users The JViews Graph Layout module tries to minimize
this danger by keeping simple the simple use and of course by documentation
and example e
orts
Di
erent than algorithms designed for a precise use case generic libraries
must make compromizes between all potential uses For many design issues
some solutions are optimal for some use cases and not for others One example
among many the choice of the default values for the customization options
Novice users prefer that the default options are such that the layout is optimal
for their simple use cases for instance they want the edges of the graph to be
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laid out automatically as soon as the connected nodes are moved To provide
such a nice default beviour the layout algorithms need to react automatically
on external events such as node move But advanced users may prefer that
this behavior is obtained only on request not by default When possible such
contradictions are solved by providing the automatic behavior only for demos
and editors
Beside dicult choices that impact on usability there are implementation
choices which impact on the speed memory footprint and of course on the
range of features of the algorithms This is a general issue in algorithm design
and implementation but particularily critical for a generic library because the
analysis must take into consideration a wide variety of use cases For instance
for equal quality of the layout the best algorithmic choice is not always the
algorithm with the best running time complexity not only because it may
require too much memory but also because it may not be 	exible enough to
allow customizations needed for some domains Theoretically several alterna
tive algorithms could be implemented allowing customers to switch from one
to another depending on the needs In a sense this is exactly what any layout
library does by providing several layout algorithms instead of only one But
pushing too far this approach would make the product more complex to use
and more costly
Graph layout in general is an algorithmic challenge Bringing graph layout
technology into practical applications for real users is a double challenge
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